Quick Reference Guide

Removing Acrylics

Acrylics: The plastic shield separating your tanner from the lamps in your tanning bed.

Good to know:

- Acrylic shields are made of durable plastic.
- People weighing over 250 lbs should use a tanning booth instead of the tanning bed as most acrylics are rated up to this designated weight.
- Acrylics require “acrylic safe” cleaners, as any other cleaner not designed for an acrylic could damage the acrylic and/or irritate a tanner’s skin.
- Always enter the tanning bed in a sitting position. Never with your knee(s) down on the acrylic, as this will almost always result with a cracked acrylic. Please instruct new tanners in this process.

To Remove/Replace an Acrylic

For SunSource Tanning Beds:

1. Unscrew the plastic screws with your fingers at the back of the bed, (or part of the bed closest to the wall.) These screws are simply designed to hold the acrylic in place.
2. Next, with your hands flat on the acrylic, slide the acrylic toward the back of the bed away from you. You will see the front edge of the acrylic by doing this.
3. Now you can gently lift the front edge of the acrylic with your hands and pull it toward you until the back edge has cleared the frame of the bed.
4. If you are alone, lift the acrylic in the center with a hand on each edge and carefully stand up/lean against a wall for cleaning/replacing or changing lamps.
5. If you have help you can each grab an end of the acrylic and carefully lean against a wall for cleaning/replacing or changing lamps.
6. **Important:** When placing the acrylic back into the bed do not over-tighten the hand screws holding it in place. These screws can and will strip and replacing them is not as easy as getting a new screw. These screws are only to keep the acrylic from sliding. Screw them back in until they are snug and then stop.

You can also refer to AJVENDOR.COM for instructions and FAQs.